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Liquid Pool Blankets
What you should know.

All liquids in liquid pool blankets basically work the same.

1. They must be lighter than water and float on the surface to be able to prevent heat loss and

water evaporation from the water surface.

2. They must be quickly biodegradable, so as to be “pool friendly” and not leave scum lines

on the pool walls and not plug the filtration system.

Anything that does not do these two things will not work as a liquid pool blanket.  The problem of

course is that swimming pools need to be back washed and they are normally in sunlight.

So keeping the liquid blanket on the pool is the problem.

The only way around this problem is to apply the correct amount of liquid, in a controlled,

constant, precise and continuous manner. To put back what is lost in the backwash and

biodegraded off by time and the sun.

Putting a full dose in for a month all at one time won’t work.  What the backwash doesn’t get the

sun will.  Even if the application is over a few days, you have not solved the problem.  Sure it may

be cheaper in bottles and balls, but if it doesn't work what’s the point?  And there is a real risk of

blocking the filter.

You could pour a little in once a week, but who is going to remember to do that. It’s another pool

chore.  Liquid blankets are meant to be easy and choreless!

We first introduced the Liquid Solar Blanket


 in 1995 in bottles. We saw then that we had to

come up with a better method that was easy and automatic, to get the Liquid in the pool.  We

researched skimmer dispensers, but they do not work.

We came up with our original Tropical Fish


.  It sort of did the job, but was not accurate or

constant enough and a lot of Fish just did not work correctly.

We realized the only sure way of getting a controlled even dose, was by using a pump.  But none

small enough existed.  So we invented one. And yes we had some problems with our first pumps,

but we stuck with it, supported our products and our customers and fixed the problems.

There are now other products that are using our old Fish technology. Who cares! It doesn’t work

well enough for swimming pools.  Only a pump system does. Only Tropical Fish


 has a pump!

Don’t settle for knock-offs - Ask for it by name!

If it's not TROPICAL FISH® - It's not LIQUID SOLAR BLANKET®

The Fish Guys
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